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Hunter’s Department of Film & Media Studies and the IMA/MFA Program present

SCREENING I

An evening of works by students from the Hogeschool Utrecht University of Applied Sciences, the Hunter College Department of Film & Media Studies, and the IMA/MFA Program.

February 19th
Friday
7:00 PM
HN 502
Netherlands Meets New York: Screening I

Little Odessa
TRT: 8:49
Bailey Abercrombie, Adrian Kwiatkowski, Ilana Krugole, Anthony Falletta

Rapper
TRT: 2:27
Stef Snakkers with help from Tessa van Harmelen

Requiem for a Barbie
TRT: 2:13
Tom Franse, Iris van Raalte

Purple Box
TRT: 2:09
Hunter Stone, Felipe Hernandez

Kameleon
TRT: 2:41
Ruben Leter, Stef Snakkers

Going Blind
TRT: 2:28
Tessa van Harmelen, Marleen Stoker

(Dis)connect
TRT: 11:35
Kevin Venkatesh, Christina Borsellino, Mark Marban

De Zomer Is Open
TRT: 2:16
Tom Franse

Brazenhead
TRT: 11:46
Aron Koszeg

The Internship of the Mayor of Stichtse Vecht
TRT: 1:58
Vera Born

The Beekeeper's Keeper
TRT: 6:43
Megan Rossman, Sam Farinella

Soupbike Salvation Army Utrecht
TRT: 2:04
Milou van Kooten, Stef Snakkers

Indigo Boys
TRT: 1:42
Jessica Buijs, Anne van Riel

Edgar Oliver: Home and the Sea
TRT: 11:23
Emily Collins